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KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS CENTRE GHANA
GENERAL INFORMATION
Purpose

Country
Sector
Contribution to MDG
Time

Programme to develop sustainable local knowledge
and skills centre (vocational training institute) that
delivers well trained technicians for the Ghanaian
private sector
Ghana
Agriculture/Education
#1 (poverty alleviation)
#7 (environmental sustainability)
October 2005 – September 2009

PARTNERSHIP BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE
Economies in African countries heavily depend on export of agro-industrial products. Production
and processing of agro-industrial products are becoming more complex and knowledge-intensive.
Local companies are often unable to compete on the international market due to a lack of skills of
their labour force and low product quality. A big constraint for multinationals in the region is the lack
of knowledge and skills of the local labour force. In West-Africa, there is a large demand for
technical vocational education. Unfortunately, the existing educational system can not fill in the
needs of the industries. For many years the technical and vocational education and training sector
(e.g. in Ghana) has not received the requisite attention it deserves, to enable the sector to contribute
effectively to the national human resource development.
In order to overcome the discrepancy of ‘supply and demand’ of qualified graduates, the Ghana
Industrial Skills Development Centre (GISDC) started in December 2005 as a public-private partnership
between a dozen corporations situated in the industrial township of Tema in Ghana, Tema Technical
Institute (TTI), the Ghana Ministry of Education and Sports and the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The overall project goal is to stimulate social-economic development by creating
solid and sustainable knowledge and skills programs in the African agro-industrial sector that
empowers small business and the local workface in large companies. Aim of the PPP is to enhance
the availability within the Ghanaian market of engineers and technicians with skills learnt working
with modern automated processing machinery. The Ghana Industrial Skills Development Centre (a
private, not-for-profit, training institution) will act as a centre of excellence, providing relevant postprimary vocational training programmes to students and employees based on the demands of the
private sector partners in Ghana. This institute will develop a new curriculum, buy appropriate
equipment and recruit well educated teachers that are able to fill in this gap. Cooperation with TTI
will lead to the set up of a private unit within TTI serving specific technical training needs of the
industries. The strategic purpose of the PPP is to increase local employment on a vocational level by
improving the knowledge and skills of the local labour force in line with the demands of the private
sector. To this end, the Ghana Industrial Skills Development Centre establishes a self-sustaining
mechanism to provide and finance adequate vocational training combining public and private
resources. The knowledge and skills centre model might be replicated in other West African
countries.
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PPP Timescale

Feasibility Study
and Consultation
2004/2005
Design Phase

MoU signed in
Dec 05
Establishment of
formal structures
GISDC March06
established

Implementation
phase: School
building handed
over (May 07);
Start operation
(May 08)

Partnership
Exploration

Partnership
Building

Partnership
Maintaining

DGIS funding
ends in 2008
Project
conveyance in
2009 (???)

Partnership
Phase-out

PARTNERS INVOLVED
The PPP is constituted by private sector entities, a local training institute and the public sector
(DGIS and the Ghanaian Ministry for Education, Science and Skills). Associate partners include
Sunsia Ltd (Consultancy/Advice) and Scottish Qualification Authority (educational advisor) and
Association of Ghana Industries (Ghanaian branch organisation). The project is coordinated by
VLISCO and is implemented by Tema Technical Institute. The total project budget is € 1.083.000.
Partner

Vlisco B.V.

Ghanaian
Ministry of
Education,
Science and
Skills (MOESS)
Tema
Technical
Insitute
DGIS/Royal
Dutch
Embassy Accra

Partner description and motivation
Vlisco produces and designs fabrics. Vlisco’s
daughter company, Tex Styles Ghana, faced
continuous problem to find and retain welltrained technical employees in Ghana. Vlisco
started a feasibility study in May 04 which
demonstrated the need for a technical and
vocational educational training centre in Ghana.
The Government of Ghana is represented by
the MOESS, which is one of the main
ministries with responsibility for vocational
training.
Institution within the Ghanaian public sector.
Strategic decision to expand its profile. Sees the
project as ‘stepping stone’ towards quality
enhancement
The Dutch government aims to stimulate
sustainable development. It put emphasis on
benefits of vocational training for local SMEs.

Contribution to project
· Project Management
· Full-time PPP project manager
· Financial contribution as private partner

· In kind contribution to the project (comprising
25 years use of land without any charge)
· Facilitate the approval of the education (?)
· Member of GSIDC
· Creation of a separate unit within its organisation
(Tema Industrial Skills Development Centre)
· Monitoring the program on the PPP criteria
· Financial contribution: 50% of project costs (€
453.000)
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SUNISA
Accra Brewery
Ltd.; Fan Milk
Ltd., Guinnes
Ghana
Breweries Ltd.;
Nestle Ghana
Ltd.; Nexans
Kabelmetal
(Ghana) Ltd;
Tex Styles
Ghana Ltd;
Wienco

Consultancy Company. Building on a concept
that SUNISA had developed for a multi-country
project
There is a great need among the industrial
sector in Ghana for well trained and practically
skilled workers, who are able to solve their
technical problems in the field of maintenance
and repair of modern machinery.

· Direct contract (not drawing on project funds) of
PWC services for capacity building
· Not involved in implementation
· Financial contribution: 50% of project costs
(€435.000) (exploration, set up and
implementation costs for 3 years)
· Ensure that curriculum is in line with their
requirements
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ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS
The results of the PPP in relation to the objectives are:
Activities
Launch of GISDC (as a private, notfor profit training institute with
minority public sector representation
on its governing board)

Results
· Decision making mechanism
(Project Steering Committee) is
established
· School building is handed over
· Relevant equipment is purchased

Develop and assess curriculum

· curriculum which is based on needs
·
·

Transfer to regular pre-tertiary
programs

·
·
·
·
·

·
Assess impact of GISDC

·
·

of Ghana’s industries/SMEs is
developed
Quality standards and relevance of
programme is
maintained/improved
Status of GISDC within Ghana’s
educational system is clarified
Operating procedures and
administrative systems are
developed.
Staff is recruited, contracted and
trained
Students are recruited for various
courses
Scholarship facility is established
GISDC is formally opened
60 pupils per year (from 2008 on)
obtain a certificate
Skills, knowledge and attitudes of
graduates meet needs of
industries/SMEs
Spin-off GISDC to vocational
education at large in Ghana

Status February 2008
Formal structures established
in March 06
School building handed over
May 2007

Not yet

Not yet feasible
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INPUT

THROUGHPUT

OUTPUT

Goals, motives and resources of individual
partners
· The project is driven by the
international private partners. They
are interested in sharing training
facilities with upmarket training
programs, but only when pay-off is
guaranteed. Lack of sufficient seedcapital available from the private
sector to set up such a training
institution.
· Local industry organizations/
corporations consider the upgrade
of their members’ competitive
strength.
· Public partners aim to achieve
opportunities for educational
activities that enhance social and
economic development (e.g.
corporation between companies and
the education sector).
· The resources brought in are mainly
grants. Some partners bring in skills
and information.

Partnership characteristics, dynamism and
design.
· Design:
o Partnership: signatories to the
PPP MoU for a KSC
programme. The legislated
Partnering Committee (by MoU)
was never set up.
o Project: arising from the
partnership (to establish GISDC).
Project is dominant.
o Institutions: established by the
partnership, through the project,
but now separate from the
partnership (GISDC)
· Partners were not sufficiently
involved in major design decisions
around GISDC.
· Board of GISDC made up of 11
representatives from government
and industry
· Partnership was more oriented
towards developing a viable project
proposal than towards negotiating a
cross-sector partnership.

Partnership objectives, sustainability and
deliverables
· Too early to assess many of the more
significant outputs for KSC PPP.
· Process outputs:
o Consensus amongst stakeholders of
the KSC PPP that establishment of
GISDC is an appropriate and useful
way to address the gap in provision
of skilled workers
o Identification that partnering with
Dutch education establishment was
flawed. Flexibility and ability to
understand project needs above
other interests.
o Support of strong and committed
individuals
· Sustainability of GISDC: shortfall in
contributions from the private sector.
· Institutionalization: started too soon

OUTCOME
Impact: direct and indirect contribution of
partnership to the MDGs.
· #1: Indirect impact through improved
productivity of the large corporate
production sector and economic
benefits derived from that. Benefit
depended on other factors (e.g.
Government spending any additional
tax revenues resulting from improved
productivity on the welfare of the most
disadvantaged sections of society)
· A € 30.000 scholarship fund should
ensure that the vocational training also
serves the needs of local SMEs. The
scholarship fund fell away when funds
ran short.
· #7: Not clear whether any impact is
possible.
· the program aims to contribute to
functionally upgrade the local industrial
sector by invest in better educated
graduates.

EFFICIENCY

EFFECTIVENESS

Costs-Benefit: Critical success factors and lessons learned during process.

Added value: of partnership to the participants and to the MDGs

· Transaction costs and cost efficiency : Costs of not partnering effectively
could be rather high for the KSC PPP (especially time spent for “crisis
management”)
· Critical success factors
o Need for the product of the partnership
o Mutual benefit and shared-responsibility. Respect for each partners
contribution
o Effective governance structures and mechanisms at all levels (in order to
be responsive, inclusive, accountable)
· Lessons learned
o Skilled brokering the partnership formation carefully (alignment of
interest)
o mechanisms and capacities to partner need to be in place
o sector specialists should have a greater role
o Empowering the partnership (evidence of partnership governance; regular
steering group meetings; reporting mechanisms; evidence of capacity
building)

· Collaboration of some form was necessary because no one private sector
organisation alone would benefit enough from the investment needed to
establish a skills development centre.
· It is not clear whether a PPP structure was necessary. It is possible that a
joint-venture structure between the private partners, leveraging DGIS
funding, would have achieved the same results, or possibly even avoided
some of the issues that have reduced flexibility and slowed progress with the
PPP.
· The partnership make the allocation of additional resources possible, because
of the way that the DGIS call for ideas was structured and some of the
‘steers’ that DGIS appears to have given along the way. The underlying
notion of public support is sound, although if the purpose of this is to
achieve the MDGs it is likely that other uses of this money would have a
more direct impact.
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Public Partner:
Ø DGIS
Ø RNE
Ø MOESS
Ø Tema Technical Institut

Financing
and
Supervision

Private Partners:
Ø Vlisco
Ø SUNISA
Ø Industrial sector in
Ghana

Implementation

